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GREAT FIGHTER WORK AT MALTA

To appreciate fully the feats of R.A.F. fighter aircraft over Malta

certain facts must be borne in mind.

They have had to contend with hordes of enemy fighters in the air, and

hundreds waiting elsewhere to attack. They have been called upon to protect
not only the island, but also convoys in the Mediterranean. Above all, this

David of a force has had to face no ordinary opposition but a Goliath, whose

sole object has been to neutralize the island by an onslaught such as has never

been known before.

A year ago, the Luftwaffe tried to sink the "Illustrious" in the grand

harbour. It failed, and retired from Sicily to lick many more wounds than it

had ever expected.

Last December, the German Air Force returned to the fray. At first,
small scale raids were used, but our fighters, in perfect harmony with the

Island’s magnificent gunners, smote the enemy hard and foiled him.

The Nazi chiefs became angry; perhaps they were working to a timetable

which misfired; and for the past five weeks they have vented their sense of

frustration in a fury of incessant bombing.

During daylight there have seldom been fewer than three large raids.

Once there were seven.

Frequently, more than 100 bombers, with a large percentage of dive-

bombers, have attacked a target area at the most five miles by three. At times

they have concentrated exclusively on the harbour.

The air has been full of aircraft with swarms of Me. 109s as escort over

one small area. Even the danger of collision is great.

Such is the battleground of our fighters.

while they are in the air they do not have a moment’s breathing space.

Most have had experience, if not of the Battle of Britain, at any rate of

intensive fighter operations at home. But the two types of fighting can

hardly be compared.

In Britain, our airmen have at least parity with the enemy; in Malta

they are usually outnumbered by five or six to one. They are never daunted,
and inferiority in numbers is more than offset by vast superiority in knowledge,
skill and tactics.

The other day, for example, four Spitfires out of ammunition cruised

round for minutes on end in a cloud while 25 Mes. were looking for them out to

sea.

Sometimes our small fearless band goes out to Sicily to intercept the

raiders who have on occasions turned tail after jettisoning their bombs in the

sea.
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Whenever the British fighters have anything like the same numbers as the

enemy the Hun sheers off as an acknowledgement of fighting inferiority.

At other times our aircraft wait for a raid, blast their way through a

heavy fighter screen, break up the bomber formations and harry then into missing
their targets and wasting their bombs, from a military point of view.

While this is in progress' they arc liable to be jumped on at any moment

by Mes. lurking above then, usually up sun.

Sometimes one lot of fighters will attack their opposite numbers, luring
them away from the bombers, while another lot will sail in on their work of

destruction. The Hun never knows which method will be used, and is -always

kept guessing.

When so few are among so many, protecting themselves as well as attacking
the enemy, it is inevitable that sometimes our aircraft run out of ammunition.

Or they may be winged and have to come down in a hurry.

Whatever their difficulty, and however many enemy aircraft nay confront

them, those pilots have a perfect understanding among themselves. The one in

trouble is always covered and nursed home by his comrades, and it is seldom

that splendid controlling fails to get him back to his base. That is why our

losses in the air are so miraculously small.

The fighters' difficulties never cease. They have to take off from air-

fields pockmarked with bomb craters. They have to land under the same conditions.

Heroic ground staffs work night and day, often through appalling raids, to

get the aircraft serviceable. Others fill in craters while raids are in progress.

Ambulances and fire appliances ignore falling bombs so that the fight shall

go on. Highspeed launches tear round the coast rescuing friend and foe alike, and

have been known to be attacked by enemy fighters for their pains.

The Battle of Malta is the Battle of Britain played at a vastly increased

tempo.

The speed of combat is typified in the experience of a young Canadian

pilot officer. Two days ago in one sharp raid his bag consisted of two Me. 109s,
a Ju. 88, and a Ju. 87 seriously damaged.

Many times the same pilot destroys more than one aircraft in a matter of

minutes. A Spitfire Squadron Leader recently shot two Ju. 88s one after the

other into almost the same spot in the sea.

A month ago, our fighters had a 15-minut es' battle with 30 Stukas which

were attacking a British ship off the coast. The enemy had very large fighter

escort, and our force was puny by comparison.

Yet at the end, the Hurricanes and Spitfires had destroyed two Me. 109s,

probably destroyed four Ju. 87s, and seriously damaged 11 more.

Others were known to have been hit, but our pilots were too busy to

observe the results sufficiently clearly to make further claims. In this

hectic engagement we did not lose an aircraft.

Once two American Pilot Officers showed what happens when the Boche is

met on equal terms. They spotted two Mes. and each shot down one, after which

all the controller heard was a laconic: ”O.K., lets go home."

But success is not always achieved unscathed. A young Hurricane Pilot

Officer, when about to attack a formation of Ju.88s, was jumped on by Mes.

His left arm was seriously injured by cannon shell. Barely conscious, he

landed his aircraft safely.
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In the same battle a Spitfire Pilot Officer attacked two Ju.88s and a

Ju.87. He seriously damaged one 88 and shot down the 87.

By then he was well out to sea and his ammunition was spent. Five

Mes. attacked him and he was wounded in both thighs by cannon shell

fragments. He dived to sea level and was chased home. Almost exhausted,
he managed to crash-land at his base without much damage to his aircraft.

The Luftwaffe started the present furious spate of bombing towards

the end of March. In that month, R.A.F. fighters destroyed 33 enemy

aircraft, had 28 probables, and damaged 89.

This month’s figures will be even better.

On the first day, the enemy lost to our fighters: six destroyed,
seven probables and eight damaged.

Up to the present, 37 aircraft have been destroyed and about 120

damaged, 25 of the latter being probables.

The destroyed include two Italian bombers which ventured furtively
abroad and were promptly shot down by our night fighters.
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